In the visual system, the response to a stimulus in a neuron's receptive field can be modulated by 21 stimulus context, and the strength of these contextual influences vary with stimulus intensity. 22
Recent work has shown how a theoretical model, the stabilized supralinear network (SSN), can 23 account for such modulatory influences, using a small set of computational mechanisms. While 24 the predictions of the SSN have been confirmed in primary visual cortex (V1), its computational 25 principles apply with equal validity to any cortical structure. We have therefore tested the 26 generality of the SSN by examining modulatory influences in the middle temporal area (MT) of 27 the macaque visual cortex, using electrophysiological recordings and pharmacological 28 manipulations. We developed a novel stimulus that can be adjusted parametrically to be larger or 29 smaller in the space of all possible motion directions. We found, as predicted by the SSN, that 30
MT neurons integrate across motion directions for low-contrast stimuli, but that they exhibit 31 suppression by the same stimuli when they are high in contrast. These results are analogous to 32 shown after 300 ms of fixation. Each stimulus was presented for 500 ms, and the animals were 136 required to maintain fixation throughout the stimulus and for another 300 ms after the end of the 137 stimulus to receive a liquid reward. In all trials, gaze was required to remain within 2º of the 138 fixation point in order for the reward to be dispensed. Data from trials with broken fixation were 139 discarded. 140
The direction tuning and contrast response of the single units were quantified using 100% 141 coherent dot patches placed inside the receptive fields. Offline the receptive field locations were 142 further quantified by fitting a spatial Gaussian to the neuronal response measured over a 5 x 5 143 grid of stimulus positions. The grid consisted of moving dot patches centered on the initially 144 hand-mapped receptive field locations. We confirmed that all neurons included in our analysis 145 had receptive field centers within the stimulus patch used. 146
147

Size Tuning Stimuli in Direction Space 148
We designed a stimulus that would allow us to study surround suppression in the motion domain 149 in a manner that was analogous to studies in the spatial domain. In this conception, the input to 150 the receptive field "center" is the strength of motion in a range about the neuron's preferred 151 direction. The "surround" is then motion in other directions, and the bandwidth of the center plus 152 surround is the size of the stimulus in direction space. That is, a stimulus that contains motion in 153 a range of directions spanning 180° is larger than a stimulus that spans a range of 60°. For these 154 experiments we did not manipulate the spatial size of the stimulus, but rather fixed it according 155 to the size of the hand-mapped spatial receptive field. 156
Our stimuli made use of random dots, each of which could be assigned to either a noise 157 or a signal pool. The noise dots moved in random directions. The signal dots moved in a range of 158 directions that straddled the preferred direction of each neuron. All dots moved at the same fixed 159 speed of 8 or 16º/s, depending on the speed preference of the neuron. In all cases, dot patches 160 were centered on the receptive fields determined by hand mapping. All conditions were 161 interleaved randomly, and each stimulus was repeated 20 times. 162 We wished to change the size of the stimulus in direction space without changing other 163 stimulus variables to which the neurons were sensitive. However, changing the size in direction 164 space entails changing other low-level stimulus parameters (e.g., total number of dots or total 165 amount of motion energy), which could confound our interpretation of the data. We therefore 166 used two different methods to vary the stimulus bandwidth in direction space, each of which 167 entailed changing a different low-level aspect of the stimulus. 168
In the first method, we kept the total number of stimulus dots fixed, and increased the 169 motion bandwidth by drawing dots from a noise pool. Thus the total number of dots was 170 identical for all stimuli, across variations in direction bandwidth. We constructed stimuli that 171 contained signal dots moving in 1, 3, 5, and 7 directions, and each increase in the number of 172 motion directions involved recruiting 25% of the noise dots to move coherently in the new 173 direction ( Fig. 1A and Table 1 ). This paradigm thus allowed us to test the influence of size in 174 direction space for stimuli comprised of a fixed number of dots and a fixed amount of overall 175 motion energy. We limited the largest size in direction space to be ±90° from the preferred 176 direction in order to avoid null direction suppression at larger sizes (Snowden et al., 1991; Qian 177 and Andersen, 1994). 178
However, in this approach, increases in motion bandwidth are yoked to decreases in 179 noise, which might be expected to affect the strength of inhibitory inputs on their own (Hunter 180 and Born, 2011) . Thus, we also tested neurons using a second method, in which there was no 181 noise pool, and we increased the size in direction space by simply adding more dots that moved 182 in different directions. In this case the center stimulus strength (i.e. the strength of motion in the 183 preferred direction) was constant across conditions, but the total number of dots (and hence the 184 total motion energy) increased with stimulus size. The lowest dot density used was 2 185 dots/degree 2 , which is beyond the density at which MT responses typically saturate, at least for 186 100% coherence stimuli (Snowden et al., 1992 ). We again tested four different direction 187 conditions ( Fig. 1B and Table 1 ). In all cases, the dot size was 0.1°. The dots were initially 188 plotted at random locations and moved in fixed directions from frame to frame. A dot that left 189 the patch was replotted at the corresponding location on the opposite boundary of the patch on 190 the next frame and continued its motion from there, i.e. the lifetime was equal to the stimulus 191 duration (Qian and Andersen, 1994 We tested a subset of MT neurons (n = 65) with a standard measure of motion integration, the 202 plaid stimulus (Movshon et al., 1985) . Direction selectivity for each neuron was first measured 203 with a 100% contrast drifting sinusoidal grating of spatial frequency of 0.5 cycles/º. Stimulus 204 size and temporal frequency were matched to the neuron's preferences. Plaid stimuli were 205 constructed by superimposing two gratings (Fig. 5A) . Where n = 12 is the number of directions. The pattern index was calculated as Z p -Z c. 213
214
Pharmacological Injections 215
The pharmacological injection system has been previously described (Liu and Pack, 2017) . 216
Briefly, our linear electrode arrays contained a glass capillary with an inner diameter of 40 μm. 217
One end of the capillary was positioned at the opening between contacts 5 and 6 of the array 218 (contact 1 was most dorsal-posterior), so that the separation of the injection site from the 219 recording contacts ranged between 0 and 1000 m. The other end of the capillary was connected 220 via plastic tubing to a Hamilton syringe for the injection of pharmacological agents with a 221
minipump. 222
To effectively manipulate neuronal responses without compromising isolation, we 223 typically used injections of 0.1-0.2 μL at 0.05 μL/min. For GABA, we used a concentration of 224 25 mM, which reduced neural activity without silencing it completely (Bolz and Gilbert, 1986 ; 225 Nealey and Maunsell, 1994) . For gabazine, the concentration was 0.05 mM, and we used 226 Regarding the model parameter choices, the four amplitudes J ab were constrained to 285 ensure stability and strong nonlinear behavior. To ensure stability, we require J EI J IE > J EE J II , 286 meaning feedback inhibition is sufficiently strong. For equal-strength inputs to E and I cells as 287 used here, the strongest nonlinear behavior also requires J II -J EI < 0 and J II -J EI < J IE -J EE 288 (Ahmadian et al., 2013) . We chose Gσ dir (y) to have a standard deviation of 64°, given the 289 bandwidth of MT direction tuning curves and the idea that cells with more strongly overlapping 290 tuning curves should more strongly connect to each other; this value can be varied to give a 291 diversity of surround suppression as observed in the data. We chose n = 2 for the power-law reasonable firing rates, but the qualitative behavior is consistent for a large range of n and k. 296
Finally, we chose the ratio of the time constants for E and for I cells, τ E /τ I = 2, to help ensure 297 stability; given that the network is stable, the time constants do not affect the steady-state 298 network responses, which is what we are modeling here. 299
We simulated network responses to random dot field stimuli of variable coherence. We 300 assumed that a coherent dot stimulus of a given direction gives input to MT neurons proportional 301 to a Gaussian function, of standard deviation 60º, of the difference (shortest distance around a 302 360 o circle) between the neuron's preferred direction and the stimulus direction. To simulate the 303 method using noise dots (Table 1 , Method 1), the non-coherent (noise) dots gave equal input, 304
proportional to 1/360, to neurons of all preferred directions. The strength of the stimulus is given 305 by a parameter c, identified as the "contrast" in Figure 2 . As in our electrophysiological 306 experiments, we used stimuli corresponding to 4 different sizes in direction space (Fig. 1A) . 307
Thus for the smallest size, 25% of the input, h, was modelled as a Gaussian distribution around 308 the preferred direction (peak of the Gaussian = c/4), while the remaining 75% was spread equally 309 around the ring (uniform distribution of size (3/4) × c/360). At 2 directions, an additional 25% 310 was taken from the non-coherent input and added to Gaussian spreads about +/-30° from the 311 preferred direction (these two Gaussians have peak = c/8; noise amplitude becomes (1/2) × 312 c/360). 3 and 4 directions followed in a similar manner while the total input strength was kept 313 constant across sizes. We also simulated Method 2 (Table 1) , which used the same set of stimuli 314 except without a noise background (so that the total input strength grew with increasing number 315 of directions), and the results were qualitatively similar as presented in Results. 316 17 317
Experimental design and statistical analysis 318
We used two female rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) for electrophysiological recordings in 319 this study; this is standard for electrophysiological studies involving monkeys. We used the 320
Wilcoxon rank-sum test to evaluate the difference between the Integration Index at low and high 321 contrast, and the difference between Direction Tuning Width and Suppression Index before and 322 after injection of Gabazine. As the Direction Tuning Width and Suppression Index can be 323 affected by the ability to sample the tuning curves, we performed a bootstrapping analysis to 324 ensure the robustness of the summary statistics. For each cell, we randomly sampled (with 325 replacement) 10 trials per direction or size to create a tuning curve and then fitted a circular 326
Gaussian or DoE to the subsampled tuning curve to generate a new direction tuning width or 327 suppression index. We generated 100 sample distributions and tested the effects of gabazine 
Results
334
In this section, we first present simulation results for the SSN. We then test a crucial model 335 prediction with neurophysiological recordings from MT neurons in awake and behaving 336 macaques. The theoretical and empirical results show that surround suppression in the motion 337 domain behaves similarly to surround suppression in the space domain, with integration at low 338 contrasts switching to suppression at high contrasts (Figs. 3 and 4) . We also find that pattern-339 selective cells (as assayed from plaid responses) show greater motion integration than 340 component-selective cells (Fig. 5) . sizes. We increased the size of the stimulus in direction space by including stimuli at 360 increasingly wider ranges of directions about the preferred direction (the "center" of the 361 receptive field). As described in Methods, we considered size or bandwidth 0º (preferred-362 direction stimulus only), 60º (adding stimuli at +/-30º about the preferred), 120º (adding 363 additional stimuli at +/-60º), and 180º (additional stimuli at +/-90º). For each motion size, we 364 examined different levels of stimulus contrast, represented as scaling the strengths of all inputs. 365
The simulation results (Fig. 2B) show that the model predicts strong direction-domain 366 surround suppression at high contrast, but not at low contrast. Specifically, at low contrasts (red), 367 increasing the range of motion directions leads to increased responses with a hint of suppression 368 for the largest stimulus size, while at high contrasts larger motion-domain stimulus sizes lead to 369 strong suppression (blue). Intermediate contrasts give an intermediate result (black). These 370 results change very little with changes in the total number of dots in the stimulus (Fig. 2C) , a 371 factor that we consider in our experiments below (Fig. 4) . Thus the model consistently predicts 372 direction-domain suppression that is analogous to space-domain surround suppression. In the 373 SSN, the dependence of surround suppression on contrast arises generically from the dynamics 374 of the SSN in summing inputs, rather than by the assumption of a higher contrast threshold for 375 inhibition, as in previous models (Somers et 
Surround suppression in direction domain of MT 380
We tested the model predictions by recording from individual MT neurons, using the same 381 stimuli as in the simulations. We first show results for the first type of stimulus described above, 382 in which there was a noise pool of dots moving in random directions. For each neuron we fixed 383 the physical size of each stimulus according to an estimate of the classical receptive field size. 384
We then varied stimulus size in the motion domain, as well as dot contrast. Thus for the smallest 385 stimulus, all the coherent dots moved in the preferred direction of the neuron (Fig. 1A, left) , with 386 the remaining dots in the noise pool moving in random directions. To increase the size of stimuli 387 in the motion space, we recruited dots from the noise pool and added them to directions around 388 the preferred direction (Fig. 1A) . This manipulation kept the total motion energy and dot density 389 of the stimulus constant across sizes. 390 Figure 3A shows the firing rate of an example MT neuron for stimuli of different 391 contrasts and motion sizes. For the low contrast stimulus (red), firing rate increased with motion 392 size, while for higher contrasts (blue, black) firing rate decreased with motion size. Thus the 393 pattern of firing rates for this neuron was consistent with the SSN prediction that MT neurons 394 would shift from motion-domain integration to suppression as the stimulus contrast was 395 increased (Fig. 3A) . Indeed, just as in the space domain, for large stimuli it is possible to increase 396 firing rates by lowering contrast ( Fig. 3A; Pack et al., 2005) . 397
To examine these effects across the MT population, we calculated the directional 398 integration index (II D , the difference between responses to the largest and smallest sizes divided 399 by the sum of these responses; see Methods) for data of the kind shown in Figure 3A We also tested 46 neurons using a second stimulus in which there was no noise pool, and 415 we increased the total number of stimulus dots with size in the direction domain (Fig. 1B) . This 416 stimulus was designed to control for a potential confound in the previous experiment, which kept 417 the total number of dots constant across stimulus size. In the latter configuration, increases in 418 direction-domain size were yoked to decreases in the number of noise dots, and because noise 419 includes motion in all directions, this can be viewed as reduction in the strength of the directional 420 surround, analogous to the far surround in retinal space ( in Figures 4A and 4B . For the control stimulus, the II D is still significantly higher at low contrast 426 than at high contrast ( Fig. 4A; p = 0.04, rank sum test) . Thus integration across direction space 427 was greater at low contrast, regardless of how size was manipulated. For these neurons, we also 428 replicated the previous result using the stimulus with a constant total number of dots ( Fig. 4B; Of the complete MT population, 65 were also tested with a standard probe of direction-432 domain integration, the plaid stimulus (Movshon et al., 1985) . Our plaid stimuli consisted of two 433 superimposed sine-wave gratings, moving in directions separated by 120 o (Fig. 5A) ; stimulus 434 size was again matched to the classical receptive field, and contrast was 100%. From the 435 resulting data we computed a pattern index (see Methods; Smith et al., 2005) , which captures the 436 extent to which MT neurons integrate the two motion directions; higher values indicate greater 437 integration ( Fig. 5B and C) . We found that the pattern index was significantly correlated with the 438 directional II D , as measured in our direction-size-tuning experiments at both low ( Fig. 5D ; 439
Pearson's r = 0.33, p = 0.01) and high contrasts (r = 0.27, p = 0.03). That is, cells with higher 440 pattern indices showed less surround suppression in direction space -greater motion integration 441 --both at low and high stimulus contrasts. This suggests that area MT might use similar 442 mechanisms to integrate motion signals for dot stimuli and grating stimuli. We also found that 443 there was no correlation between the directional motion integration index and the width of the 444 direction tuning curve, as measured using responses to standard stimuli of drifting dots moving 445 coherently in a single direction ( Fig. 5E ; Pearson's r = -0.08, p = 0.38 for low contrast, r = 0.05, 446 p = 0.57 for high contrast). 447
GABAergic influence on neuronal direction tuning and surround suppression in the spatial 448 domain 449
Another prediction of the SSN is that local changes in the strength of inhibition should have little 450 or no effect on surround suppression, because surround suppression is a result of withdrawal of 451 network excitation (as well as inhibition), and a local blockade of inhibition will not change 452 these network dynamics (Ozeki et al., 2009 ). This is different from conventional models, which 453 posit that suppression is induced by an increase in the inhibition that a cell receives, so that a 454 reduction in the inhibition to a given neuron will reduce its surround suppression (Tsui and Pack, 455 2011) . Previous work has confirmed the SSN predictions in anesthetized cat V1, using 456 iontophoretic injection of GABA antagonists: inhibitory blockade did not reduce surround 457 suppression (Ozeki et al., 2004) . In this section, we examine the effects of pharmacological 458 manipulation of GABA in MT of awake monkeys. 459 We first confirmed that gabazine, a GABA A receptor antagonist, robustly modulated 460 neuronal firing in MT (Thiele et al., 2012) . We measured direction tuning using random-dot 461 stimuli of fixed spatial size, with all dots moving coherently in a single direction (Fig. 6A) . We 462 found that injection of gabazine increased direction tuning width, as found previously (Thiele et To test the influence of GABA concentrations on surround suppression, we performed 477 standard (space-domain) measurements of size tuning, using random-dot stimuli (100% 478 coherence) of different physical extents, with all dots moving in the neuron's preferred direction 479 (Fig. 6B) . Previous work has shown that these stimuli elicit surround suppression in the upper 480 and lower layers in MT, but not in layer 4, suggesting that the suppression is generated through 481 intrinsic connections within MT (Born and Tootell, 1992; Raiguel et al., 1995) . This property 482 makes such stimuli useful for testing the predicted role of inhibitory inputs in the SSN. 483 Figure 6D shows size tuning curves from the same MT neuron as in Figure 6C . The pre-484 injection data (black line) show that the neuron exhibited substantial surround suppression, as the 485 response was reduced significantly with increasing stimulus size. As for the direction tuning 486 curve, injection of gabazine increased firing rates in a non-specific manner. However, in this 487 neuron there was no apparent reduction in surround suppression (Fig. 6D) , and this result was 488 generally true for the MT population (n = 38): The size suppression index (SI S ), defined as the 489 difference between the peak response and the response to the largest stimulus divided by the 490 peak response, was similar before and after injection of gabazine ( Fig. 7B ; rank sum test, p = 491 0.98; bootstrapping analysis followed by Wilcoxon signed-rank test; p = 0.99). Again there was 492 no correlation between the effects of gabazine on SI and the effects on spontaneous firing 493 (Pearson's r = -0.11, p = 0.52). These results are similar to those found in V1 of anesthetized cats 494 (Ozeki et al., 2004) , despite the much larger volume of gabazine used here. In a smaller sample 495 (n = 5), we found that injection of GABA did not increase surround suppression, despite a strong 496 overall reduction in firing rate (Fig. 6F) . 497
Discussion 498
Through electrophysiological recordings in awake monkeys, we have found contrast-dependent 499 surround suppression in MT in a space defined by motion directions. In addition, we found that 500 local manipulation of the efficacy of GABAergic inhibition had little influence on standard 501 measures of surround suppression. Both results are consistent with predictions of the stabilized 502 supralinear network (SSN), previously tested in V1 (Rubin et al., 2015) . 503
504
SSN as a unifying motif for normalization in multiple cortical areas 505
The contrast dependence of surround suppression in the space domain has been observed in both 506 The SSN can be regarded as a circuit instantiation of the normalization model, in that 536 many SSN results closely match the results of an appropriately constructed normalization model 537 (Rubin et al., 2015) . In the circuit implementation, the form of normalization is determined by 538 the connectivity. For example, in the SSN, orientation-specific long-range horizontal 539 connectivity leads to the orientation-selectivity of surround suppression (Rubin et al., 2015) ; in a 540 normalization model, this would be explained by assuming that the normalization pool consists 541 of neurons of similar preferred orientations to the normalized cell. The normalization model does 542 not explain the mechanism of suppression, and alternative mechanisms yield different 543 28 predictions. For example, if the normalization pool exerted suppression by adding inhibition to 544 the normalized cells, then one would expect increased inhibition and increased conductance in 545 normalized (e.g., surround-suppressed) cells, and local GABAergic blockade would reduce or 546 eliminate the normalization. In the SSN mechanism, normalization typically results from a 547 decrease in both excitation and inhibition and thus a decreased conductance (Rubin et al., 2015) . 548 549
Relationship to motion integration in MT 550
In MT, the integration of different motion directions has frequently been probed with the plaid 551 (Fig. 5E) , and is best 567 related to the "summation field size" in visual space, the size of a stimulus that best drives a cell 568 before further size increases cause surround suppression. The summation field size, like our 569 measure of motion integration, shrinks with contrast (Sceniak et al., 1999) . We found a weak 570 correlation between our motion integration index and the pattern index, which quantifies 571 integration of plaid stimuli (Fig. 5D) . These results suggest that the motion-domain summation 572 field and pattern selectivity are linked, but that summation on its own is insufficient to account 573 for pattern selectivity. A growing body of evidence points to a set of generic computations that are similar across brain 610 regions (Creutzfeldt, 1977; Barlow, 1985; Miller, 2016) and across sensory modalities 611 (Mountcastle, 1978; Pack and Bensmaia, 2015) . Although this idea is attractive from a 612 direction. We considered two methods of adding directions: including a "noise pool" stimulus of 771 equal input to all directions, and subtracting from the noise pool as we added directions to keep 772 total input strength unchanged (Fig. 1A) ; or simply adding additional input as we added 773 directions, without a noise pool (Fig. 1B) . B, Directional surround suppression at high contrast, 774 but not at low contrast, arises from the dynamics of the model. This simulation result is for the 775 first method of taking dots from a noise pool to add further directions about the preferred (Fig.  776   1A) . The response at each contrast is normalized to the peak response. C, The simulation result 777
